
1CleaningBody

This is a cleaning system formulated especially for professionally coated
vehicles. A mild detergent removes stains and water marks, while leaving a
silicone polymer layer to repair any damaged areas of the coating, and to
produce great gloss and water-repellency. This product is a pH-neutral, water-
based system, which is suitable for any vehicle.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car.
1. Shake well before use.
2. Apply a coin-sized amount of liquid to the included towel, and spread across
the surface while polishing in. Apply panel-by-panel, using more liquid in any
heavily soiled areas.
3. Change the towel surface occasionally to prevent unevenness.

Refresh Cleaner for Coated Cars
180mL
Microfiber wipe towel

4975759002512

ZV9H57FJUKKMPLMV

00251

510 225 254W H D mm

Case dimension

5.7 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-251
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This gentle clay bar is suitable for decontaminating a professionally coated
vehicle without damaging the coating. Use in conjunction with SMOOTH EGG
Liquid for ultimate bodywork smoothness!

Directions:
1. Knead the clay bar by hand until it is soft and flat.
2. Wet the paintwork to be decontaminated, and gently slide the clay bar over
the surface, regularly refolding to expose fresh clay.

SMOOTH EGG Clay Bar
2pcs

4975759005131

ZV9H57FJUKKPLNLV

00513

426 92 262W H D mm

Case dimension

5.1 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-513
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just spray on and wipe off to remove stubborn dirt that won’t budge with
standard shampoo. This product contains no compound, and leaves no white
residue, so rewiping is not necessary. An aroma of grapefruit completes the
feeling of freshness.

Directions:
Note: Wash off any dust or dirt possible before use.
1. Shake well before use, then turn the nozzle to “ON”.
2. Spray onto the surface of the vehicle, and wipe off with a clean, dry towel
before the liquid dries. Work on an area about 1/4 the size of a medium bonnet,
using 3 to 5 shots each time.

Stain Cleaner Strong Type
500ml

4975759004950

ZV9H57FJUKKOTPKV

00495

290 240 500W H D mm

Case dimension

12.5kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

R-141
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Using a powerful detergent to remove stains and water marks, the specially
designed nonwoven fabric pulls the dirt inside to avoid scratching as it glides
across your vehicle’s surface, leaving it shining and beautiful.

Directions:
1. Open the front flap, and pull out one wipe.
2. Fold the sheet into quarters and wipe down the body of the vehicle,
spreading out the cleaning liquid. One sheet should cover roughly a bonnet-
sized area.
3. If any liquid residue remains, wipe up with a clean towel.
Note: Keep refolding the wipe to expose fresh surfaces and avoid spreading
any dirt.

FUKUPIKA Stain Cleaner 8 wipes 
8 sheets (400×300mm)

4975759004646

ZV9H57FJUKKOQOQV

00464

475 235 345W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-233
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Dead bugs, bird droppings, and tree sap all cause damage to your vehicle’s
paintwork, and they can strike at any time! This wipe is formulated especially to
easily remove such contamination, and save your paintwork from attack. No
petroleum-based solvents.

Directions:
1. Open the front flap, and pull out one wipe. 
2. Do not rub with excessive force. Let the cleaner liquid penetrate the dirt, then
wipe gently to gradually remove it. Keep refolding the wipe to expose fresh
surfaces and avoid spreading any dirt.
3. In particularly dirty areas, first wipe off the dirt, then wipe up once more with
a fresh surface of the sheet. 
4. If the entire wipe is dirty or becomes dried out, please use a fresh sheet.
Note: If any streaking or unevenness remains after use, buff off with a clean,
dry towel.

Fukupika Bugs & Droppings Removal Wipes
8 sheets (200mm×300mm)

4975759041191

ZV9H57FJUKOLLTLV

04119

410 230 270W H D mm

Case dimension

4.8 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

G-81
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The double action of a pair of cleansing powders removes stubborn dirt and
minor scratches to restore the vehicle’s paintwork to a brilliant shine. Not only
that, but a ‘Fusso’-based fluoropolymer coating gives shiny, hydrophobic
protection for up to 120 days, making your regular wash a breeze!

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car.
1. Shake well before use.
2. Apply and appropriate amount of liquid to the included sponge, and spread
across the surface while polishing in. Increase pressure and use more liquid to
remove stubborn dirt.
3. After drying for 5 to 20 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel.

Coating & Cleaning Liquid Wax - White & Pearl
White & Pearl 500ml

4975759002833

ZV9H57FJUKKMSNNV

00283

257 227 400W H D mm

Case dimension

12.5kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

R-139
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The double action of a pair of cleansing powders removes stubborn dirt and
minor scratches to restore the vehicle’s paintwork to a brilliant shine. Not only
that, but a ‘Fusso’-based fluoropolymer coating gives shiny, hydrophobic
protection for up to 120 days, making your regular wash a breeze!

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car.
1. Shake well before use.
2. Apply and appropriate amount of liquid to the included sponge, and spread
across the surface while polishing in. Increase pressure and use more liquid to
remove stubborn dirt.
3. After drying for 5 to 20 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel.

Coating & Cleaning Liquid Wax - Silver & Dark
Silver & Dark 500ml

4975759002840

ZV9H57FJUKKMSOKV

00284

257 227 400W H D mm

Case dimension

12.5kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

R-140
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

While removing stubborn dirt that refuses to be shifted by shampoo, this easy
to use cleaner wax also leaves a durable coating that repels water and dirt for
up to 120 days.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. Ensure colour compatibility.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. Increase pressure to remove stubborn dirt and stains.
3. After drying for between 5 and 20 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 

Coating & Cleaning Wax - White & Pearl
White & Pearl 230g

4975759002871

ZV9H57FJUKKMSRLV

00287

249 179 616W H D mm

Case dimension

9.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

R-137
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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While removing stubborn dirt that refuses to be shifted by shampoo, this easy
to use cleaner wax also leaves a durable coating that repels water and dirt for
up to 120 days.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. Ensure colour compatibility.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. Increase pressure to remove stubborn dirt and stains.
3. After drying for between 5 and 20 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 

Coating & Cleaning Wax - Silver & Dark
Silver & Dark 230g

4975759002888

ZV9H57FJUKKMSSSV

00288

249 179 616W H D mm

Case dimension

9.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

R-138
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This clay bar is a powerful tool for removing visible and invisible contaminants
from the surface of paintwork. It is especially useful as preparation before
applying a wax or coating. The body will be as smooth as glass! 

Directions:
1. Wash the car before use, to remove any dust or dirt. 
2. Rub lightly across the surface of the paint, lubricating with water.
3. If the surface of the clay bar gets dirty, refold to expose a fresh surface as
needed.

Surface Smoother Mini 
100g

4975759002383

ZV9H57FJUKKMNSNV

00238

260 102 355W H D mm

Case dimension

5.0 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-12
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A 2-step approach using “Scratch Removal Cream” and “High Gloss Polish
Cream” can deal with various problems on the body of a vehicle, such as minor
scratches, or stubborn dirt. The included sponges make it easy to apply even
force in any area. This product is compatible with paint of any colour. 

Directions:
1. Apply “1. Scratch Removal Cream” to the black surface of the blue sponge 
and polish the area with moderate pressure. When finished, remove any
excess cream from the body with a cloth.
2. Apply “2. High Gloss Polish Cream” to the black surface of the red sponge
and polish until the desired gloss is achieved.

Scratch Clear Kit
Scratch Removal Cream : 15g
Polish Cream : 25g
Sponge × 2

4975759002864

ZV9H57FJUKKMSQOV

00286

283 229 686W H D mm

Case dimension

4.5 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

W-60
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

An ultra-fine powder suspended in liquid form to remove deteriorated coatings,
marks and light scratches from paint. The included sponge helps achieve a
professional-level finish with only hand polishing.

Directions:
Use on washed and dried paintwork. 
1.Put a moderate amount of product on the black surface of the sponge.
2.Rub with appropriate force on scratched or dirty areas.
3.When finished, wipe off with a soft clean towel.

Micro Liquid Compound Set - White
White 250ml

one sponge

4975759090618

ZV9H57FJUKTKQLSV

09061

402 225 560W H D mm

Case dimension

12.5kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

W-28
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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An ultra-fine powder suspended in liquid form to remove deteriorated coatings,
marks and light scratches from paint. The included sponge helps achieve a
professional-level finish with only hand polishing.

Directions:
Use on washed and dried paintwork. 
1.Put a moderate amount of product on the black surface of the sponge.
2.Rub with appropriate force on scratched or dirty areas.
3.When finished, wipe off with a soft clean towel.

Micro Liquid Compound Set - Light & Metallic
Light & Metallic 250ml

one sponge

4975759090625

ZV9H57FJUKTKQMPV

09062

402 225 560W H D mm

Case dimension

12.5kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

W-29
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

An ultra-fine powder suspended in liquid form to remove deteriorated coatings,
marks and light scratches from paint. The included sponge helps achieve a
professional-level finish with only hand polishing.

Directions:
Use on washed and dried paintwork. 
1.Put a moderate amount of product on the black surface of the sponge.
2.Rub with appropriate force on scratched or dirty areas.
3.When finished, wipe off with a soft clean towel.

Micro Liquid Compound Set - Dark & Metallic
Dark & Metallic 250ml

one sponge

4975759090632

ZV9H57FJUKTKQNMV

09063

402 225 560W H D mm

Case dimension

12.5kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

W-30
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

An ultra-fine powder in paste form to remove deteriorated coatings, marks and
light scratches from paint. Perfect to use as preparation before waxing, it
finishes to a high gloss. The included sponge helps achieve a professional-level
finish with only hand polishing.

Directions:
Use on washed and dried paintwork.
1.Put a moderate amount of product on the black surface of the sponge.
2.Rub with appropriate force on scratched or dirty areas.
3.When finished, wipe off with a soft clean towel.

Micro Rubbing Compound - White 
White 180g

sponge×1

4975759090526

ZV9H57FJUKTKPMQV

09052

600 250 190W H D mm

Case dimension

9.5 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-38
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

An ultra-fine powder in paste form to remove deteriorated coatings, marks and
light scratches from paint. Perfect to use as preparation before waxing, it
finishes to a high gloss. The included sponge helps achieve a professional-level
finish with only hand polishing.

Directions:
Use on washed and dried paintwork.
1.Put a moderate amount of product on the black surface of the sponge.
2.Rub with appropriate force on scratched or dirty areas.
3.When finished, wipe off with a soft clean towel.

Micro Rubbing Compound - Light & Metallic
Light & Metallic 180g

sponge×1

4975759090533

ZV9H57FJUKTKPNNV

09053

600 250 190W H D mm

Case dimension

9.5 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-39
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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An ultra-fine powder in paste form to remove deteriorated coatings, marks and
light scratches from paint. Perfect to use as preparation before waxing, it
finishes to a high gloss. The included sponge helps achieve a professional-level
finish with only hand polishing.

Directions:
Use on washed and dried paintwork.
1.Put a moderate amount of product on the black surface of the sponge.
2.Rub with appropriate force on scratched or dirty areas.
3.When finished, wipe off with a soft clean towel.

Micro Rubbing Compound - Dark & Black
Dark & Black 180g

sponge×1

4975759090540

ZV9H57FJUKTKPOKV

09054

600 250 190W H D mm

Case dimension

9.5 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-40
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just spray on and wipe off to remove dead bugs, tar, and other oily dirt. It really
is that so simple! It also creates a temporary anti-fouling coating to prevent
adhesion of dirt.

Directions:
Use on a washed and dried vehicle.
1. Spray on the dirty area from a distance of 20-30 cm.
2. Wipe off with a dry towel.

New Pitch Cleaner
420ml

4975759020264

ZV9H57FJUKMKMQOV

02026

276 215 344W H D mm

Case dimension

8.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-121
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Luster is a cleaner & wax which produces great results on deteriorated paint
surface.
By just easily applying, super cleaning liquid type wax removes dirt and dust
powerfully and restores original shiny colors on the car body. Applicable onto
various metal products surfaces for cleaning and beautiful finish!

Directions:
1. Wash the car before use. 
2. Shake the can well.
3. Take the liquid onto the included sponge, and spread it widely and evenly on
the body.
4. Allow to half dry and softly rub with a dry clean towel.

Luster
530ml

4975759101338

ZV9H57FJULKLNNSV

10133

390 320 220W H D mm

Case dimension

15.5kg

Case weight

24
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The exclusive cleaner effectively removes pitch, tar and the other heavy oily
stains from the car body.

Directions
*Wash off dirt and wipe off water drops remaining on the surface.
1. Spray it 20-30 cm away from dirty areas.
2. Wipe it off with a dry towel.

Pitch Cleaner (T)
420ml

4975759101413

ZV9H57FJULKLOLNV

10141

293 218 365W H D mm

Case dimension

9.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Without damages, this clay bar removes unwanted residue such as iron
powder, pitch, tar, bird droppings or dead bugs which cause low gloss and dull
on the car. It makes more effective to be used before waxing or coating.

Directions:
1. Wash the car to remove sand or dust.
2. Rub lightly on the car surface, wetting the area being cleaned.
3. If surface of the clay cleaner gets dirty, refold it and continue to use a clean
surface as needed.

SURFACE SMOOTHER
White 150g

4975759090762

ZV9H57FJUKTKRQMV

09076

440 240 220W H D mm

Case dimension

11.0kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

B076
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Without damages, this clay bar removes unwanted residue such as iron 
powder, pitch, tar, bird droppings or dead bugs which cause low gloss and dull
on the car. It makes more effective to be used before waxing or coating.

Directions:
1. Wash the car to remove sand or dust.
2. Rub lightly on the car surface, wetting the area being cleaned.
3. If surface of the clay cleaner gets dirty, refold it and continue to use a clean
surface as needed.

SURFACE SMOOTHER
Dark & Metallic 150g

4975759090779

ZV9H57FJUKTKRRTV

09077

440 240 220W H D mm

Case dimension

11.0kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

B077
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Professional-grade automobile paint compound for scratch removal

CUTTING COMPOUND
300ml

4975759103202

ZV9H57FJULKNMKMV

10320

366 227 246W H D mm

Case dimension

11.8kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Professional-grade automobile paint compound for smoothing and refining

POLISHING COMPOUND 
300ml

4975759103219

ZV9H57FJULKNMLTV

10321

366 227 246W H D mm

Case dimension

11.8kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Professional-grade automobile paint compound for for high-gloss finishing

FINISHING COMPOUND 
300ml

4975759103226

ZV9H57FJULKNMMQV

10322

366 227 246W H D mm

Case dimension

11.8kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Professional-grade automobile paint compound for scratch removal

CUTTING COMPOUND 4L
4L

4975759103233

ZV9H57FJULKNMNNV

10323

410 270 310W H D mm

Case dimension

19.3kg

Case weight

4
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Professional-grade automobile paint compound for smoothing and refining

POLISHING COMPOUND 4L
4L

4975759103240

ZV9H57FJULKNMOKV

10324

410 270 310W H D mm

Case dimension

19.3kg

Case weight

4
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Professional-grade automobile paint compound for for high-gloss finishing

FINISHING COMPOUND 4L
4L

4975759103257

ZV9H57FJULKNMPRV

10325

410 270 310W H D mm

Case dimension

19.3kg

Case weight

4
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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This versatile, full-spectrum compound for professionals is designed for efficient
correction (scratch removal),polishing, and high-gloss finishing of automobile
paint. It is optimized for machine polishing,but may also be used by hand.

CLARIFYING COMPOUND 1L
1000ml

4975759103264

ZV9H57FJULKNMQOV

10326

352 245 267W H D mm

Case dimension

12.3kg

Case weight

12
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Using materials selected with the same obsession for quality made famous by
‘The Kiwami’ wax series, this complimentary shampoo incorporates high-gloss,
water-repellent polymers to leave your vehicle looking impossibly fresh. No
other wax-in-shampoo gives a shine like this! And with an added boost to 
hydrophobicity as well, this shampoo is perfect on its own, or as maintenance
for a car wearing one of the ‘Kiwami’ waxes.

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Apply shampoo to a wet sponge, squeeze to make a lather, and wash car
gently.
3. Use more liquid for stubborn dirt or if the suds weaken.
4. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

Kiwami 'Extreme Gloss' Shampoo - White
White 750ml

4975759042907

ZV9H57FJUKOMTKRV

04290

518 240 488W H D mm

Case dimension

18.6kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-213
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Using materials selected with the same obsession for quality made famous by
‘The Kiwami’ wax series, this complimentary shampoo incorporates high-gloss,
water-repellent polymers to leave your vehicle looking impossibly fresh. No
other wax-in-shampoo gives a shine like this! And with an added boost to 
hydrophobicity as well, this shampoo is perfect on its own, or as maintenance
for a car wearing one of the ‘Kiwami’ waxes.

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Apply shampoo to a wet sponge, squeeze to make a lather, and wash car
gently.
3. Use more liquid for stubborn dirt or if the suds weaken.
4. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

Kiwami 'Extreme Gloss' Shampoo - Silver
Silver 750ml

4975759042914

ZV9H57FJUKOMTLOV

04291

518 240 488W H D mm

Case dimension

18.6kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-214
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Using materials selected with the same obsession for quality made famous by
‘The Kiwami’ wax series, this complimentary shampoo incorporates high-gloss,
water-repellent polymers to leave your vehicle looking impossibly fresh. No
other wax-in-shampoo gives a shine like this! And with an added boost to 
hydrophobicity as well, this shampoo is perfect on its own, or as maintenance
for a car wearing one of the ‘Kiwami’ waxes.

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Apply shampoo to a wet sponge, squeeze to make a lather, and wash car
gently.
3. Use more liquid for stubborn dirt or if the suds weaken.
4. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

Kiwami 'Extreme Gloss' Shampoo - Dark 
Dark 750ml

4975759042921

ZV9H57FJUKOMTMLV

04292

518 240 488W H D mm

Case dimension

18.6kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-215
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This unique shampoo creates a durable wax coating that gives your vehicle
long-lasting hydrophobic protection at the same time as gently cleansing the
surface with fine bubbles. The enhanced waterproofing also makes cleaning
easier the next time!

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Shake well and open the shampoo, apply generously to the bumpy side of
the included sponge, and wash the vehicle, rubbing gently to remove dirt and
lay down a water-repellent layer. 
3. Rinse thoroughly until water-repellency appears. Remove leftover water
droplets with a towel or cloth.

Water Block Shampoo - White
White 750ml

4975759042426

ZV9H57FJUKOMOMQV

04242

485 235 515W H D mm

Case dimension

18.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-56
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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This unique shampoo creates a durable wax coating that gives your vehicle
long-lasting hydrophobic protection at the same time as gently cleansing the
surface with fine bubbles. The enhanced waterproofing also makes cleaning
easier the next time!

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Shake well and open the shampoo, apply generously to the bumpy side of
the included sponge, and wash the vehicle, rubbing gently to remove dirt and
lay down a water-repellent layer.
3. Rinse thoroughly until water-repellency appears. Remove leftover water
droplets with a towel or cloth.

Water Block Shampoo - Light & Metallic
Light & Metallic 750ml

4975759042440

ZV9H57FJUKOMOOKV

04244

485 235 515W H D mm

Case dimension

18.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-57
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This unique shampoo creates a durable wax coating that gives your vehicle
long-lasting hydrophobic protection at the same time as gently cleansing the
surface with fine bubbles. The enhanced waterproofing also makes cleaning
easier the next time!

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Shake well and open the shampoo, apply generously to the bumpy side of
the included sponge, and wash the vehicle, rubbing gently to remove dirt and
lay down a water-repellent layer. 
3. Rinse thoroughly until water-repellency appears. Remove leftover water
droplets with a towel or cloth.

Water Block Shampoo - Dark & Metallic
Dark & Metallic 750ml

4975759042464

ZV9H57FJUKOMOQOV

04246

485 235 515W H D mm

Case dimension

18.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-58
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This shampoo combines a high-powered anionic surfactant to dissolve and lift
off oil-based dirt, and a suspension of cleansing micro-particles to remove 
mineral deposits such as water stains. Not only that, but a wax coating is left on
your vehicle, to improve ease of rinsing, and increase anti-fouling effects. This
set includes a large, soft sponge for washing the open areas, and a smaller,
firmer sponge for dealing with tight areas and narrow spaces. 

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Shake well and open the shampoo, apply generously to the included sponge,
and wash the vehicle, rubbing to remove stubborn dirt and lay down a water-
repellent layer.
3. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

Super Cleaning Shampoo + Wax - White & Pearl
White & Pearl 750ml

4975759042709

ZV9H57FJUKOMRKTV

04270

506 240 518W H D mm

Case dimension

19.4kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-126
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This shampoo combines a high-powered anionic surfactant to dissolve and lift
off oil-based dirt, and a suspension of cleansing micro-particles to remove
mineral deposits such as water stains. Not only that, but a wax coating is left on
your vehicle to improve ease of rinsing and increase anti-fouling effects. This 
set includes a large, soft sponge for washing the open areas, and a smaller,
firmer sponge for dealing with tight areas and narrow spaces. 

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Shake well and open the shampoo, apply generously to the included sponge,
and wash the vehicle, rubbing to remove stubborn dirt and lay down a water-
repellent layer.
3. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

Super Cleaning Shampoo + Wax - Silver & Dark
Silver & Dark 750ml

4975759042716

ZV9H57FJUKOMRLQV

04271

506 240 518W H D mm

Case dimension

19.4kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-127
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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A pH-neutral, gentle shampoo designed with professionally coated cars in
mind, the included sponge is designed to create ultra-fine bubbles to clean
thoroughly, without the need for harsh chemicals or abrasives. This gentleness
makes it perfect for maintaining ceramic coatings, or helping a coat of wax last
longer.

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Dilute shampoo, one capful (approx. 20 ml) to 1 litre of water. Apply to
sponge and wash car gently while creating a rich lather.
3. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

Shampoo For Wax Coated Vehicle 
750ml

4975759042655

ZV9H57FJUKOMQPPV

04265

240 488 518W H D mm

Case dimension

18.7kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-125
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A maintenance shampoo for ceramic-coated vehicles, this gentle formulation
also incorporates a dynamic repair resin to patch up mild damage to the
coating. This leaves the surface smooth and glossy after use, not to mention
water-repellent and protected! No abrasives are used in this product. 

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Apply shampoo to a wet sponge and wash car gently. This product forms
light suds.
3. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

Treatment Shampoo For Coated Cars - EXTRA GOLD-
750ml

4975759042877

ZV9H57FJUKOMSRRV

04287

518 240 488W H D mm

Case dimension

18.6kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-137
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A combination of pH-neutral surfactant and mild cleansing powder removes
stubborn dirt and water marks from ceramic-coated vehicles, without damaging
the coating itself. This product is compatible with all colors.

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Shake well and open the shampoo, apply generously to the included sponge,
and wash the vehicle.
3. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

Prime Clear Shampoo -Cleansing Shampoo for Coated Cars-
750mL

4975759042938

ZV9H57FJUKOMTNSV

04293

518 240 488W H D mm

Case dimension

18.6kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-145
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Powerful, pH-neutral, and compound-free, this high-powered shampoo lathers
into a thick, creamy foam that just melts the dirt away. The sponge glides over
the body on a rich layer of fine bubbles. Despite its powerful foaming ability, this
product has been designed with ease of rinsing in mind. May be used on
coated vehicles, diluted 1:50. Compatible with water- and air-driven foamers.

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Apply shampoo to a wet sponge and wash car gently while creating a rich
lather.
3. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

Neutral Shampoo Creamy Type 
1000ml

4975759042808

ZV9H57FJUKOMSKSV

04280

450 252 272W H D mm

Case dimension

17.6kg

Case weight

15
Case unit

C-123
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



4ShampooBody

An ultrafine microparticle powder works to smooth out swirls, at the same time
as a filling polymer sets in to hide minor scratches. As well as being effective at
dirt removal, this shampoo washes off easily to reveal a beautiful, smooth
surface.

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Shake well and open the shampoo, apply generously to the included sponge,
and wash the vehicle.
3. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

New Scratch Clear 'Mirror Finish' Shampoo - White & Pearl
White & Pearl 700ml

Sponge×1 / POWER Sponge×1

4975759042822

ZV9H57FJUKOMSMMV

04282

515 235 485W H D mm

Case dimension

17.8kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-128
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

An ultrafine microparticle powder works to smooth out swirls, at the same time
as a filling polymer sets in to hide minor scratches. As well as being effective at
dirt removal, this shampoo washes off easily to reveal a beautiful, smooth
surface.

Directions:
1. Rinse off dust and sand with water.
2. Shake well and open the shampoo, apply generously to the included sponge,
and wash the vehicle.
3. Rinse thoroughly and remove leftover water droplets with a towel or cloth.

New Scratch Clear 'Mirror Finish' Shampoo - Silver & Dark
Silver & Dark 700ml

Sponge×1 / Finish Cloth×1

4975759042839

ZV9H57FJUKOMSNTV

04283

515 235 485W H D mm

Case dimension

17.8kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-129
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This foam gun requires no water source, let alone a pressure-
washer/compressor. Designed to create a rich, cleansing foam for a satisfying
and fun experience when washing.

Directions:
1. Add 1000ml of water to the tank.
2. Add one sachet of Perfect Foam Shampoo Type S.
3. Put the cap on the tank and close tightly. Shake gently to mix shampoo.
4. Pump the lever to increase pressure. Keep pumping until the lever becomes
stiff (about 50 times).
5. Squirt foam from around 20-30 cm away. When the  pressure drops, resume
pumping to increase pressure.
6. Wash with a soft, clean sponge or mitt, then rinse thoroughly with water.

Perfect Foam - Starter Kit
Foamer ×1
Perfect Foam Shampoo 11ml ×3

4975759049401

ZV9H57FJUKOTOKLV

04940

560 295 400W H D mm

Case dimension

6.2 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

C-221
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Concentrated shampoo for use with Perfect Foam.

Directions:
1. Add 1000ml of water to the tank, then add one sachet of Perfect Foam
Shampoo Type S.

Perfect Foam Shampoo Type S  10pcs
11ml ×10

4975759049418

ZV9H57FJUKOTOLSV

04941

290 182 201W H D mm

Case dimension

3.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

C-222
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



5ShampooBody

Concentrated shampoo for use with Perfect Foam.

Directions:
1. Add 1000ml of water to the tank, then add one sachet of Perfect Foam
Shampoo Type S.

Perfect Foam Shampoo Type S  30pcs
11ml ×30

4975759049432

ZV9H57FJUKOTONMV

04943

416 117 290W H D mm

Case dimension

4.6 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

C-224
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Powerful, pH-neutral, and compound-free, this high-powered shampoo lathers
into a thick, creamy foam that just melts the dirt away. Professional size and
packaging. Despite its powerful foaming ability, this product has been designed
with ease of rinsing in mind. May be used on coated vehicles, diluted 1:50.
Compatible with water- and air-driven foamers.

Classic & Clear Creamy Shampoo
5000ml

4975759103363

ZV9H57FJULKNNQNV

10336

440 330 225W H D mm

Case dimension

16.0kg

Case weight

3
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CleaningExterior

It fills in minor scratches on the soft material such as plastic and creates 
beautiful gloss.

Directions:
1. Put a small amount of the liquid on a soft, dry, clean cloth and then rub the
dirty area.
2. Dry for 2-3 minutes and then wipe it off. 

Plastic Cleaner
50g

4975759090663

ZV9H57FJUKTKQQNV

09066

400 240 210W H D mm

Case dimension

5.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

B-066
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

It removes dirt or rust on chrome parts as well as plastic chrome parts and
restores beautiful shininess.

Directions:
1. Put a small amount of the liquid on a soft, dry, clean cloth and then rub the
dirty area.
2. Wipe it off to finish up.

Chrome Cleaner 
125ml

4975759090335

ZV9H57FJUKTKNNPV

09033

500 300 210W H D mm

Case dimension

7.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

B-033
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The high-gloss black plastic known as piano black shows scratches very easily,
and can show age much more quickly than paint or other areas of the vehicle.
This kit makes it easy to restore painted and unpainted piano black and other
high-gloss plastics by hand, refining them to a near new condition. 

Directions:
* Be sure to thoroughly clean and thoroughly dry the area to be treated, and
mask off neighbouring areas. Use a scratch removal compound (sold
separately) with the compound sponge to remove any deep scratches
beforehand.
1. With the cap closed, shake the bottle well.
2. Choose an ultrafine pad size appropriate or comfortable. Apply a moderate
amount of compound to the black surface of the pad. Polish the surface while
spreading the liquid in horizontal and vertical motions. Aim work on one 30×30
cm area at a time.
3. After polishing, remove any masking and wipe up any residue with a soft,
clean towel.

Piano Black Restoration Kit
Abrasive 80ml
Ultrafine pad L ×1 / Ultrafine pad S ×1
Compound Sponge ×1

4975759095064

ZV9H57FJUKTPKQOV

09506

356 212 313W H D mm

Case dimension

5.1 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-506
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code


